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The International Resuscitation Communications Committee (ILCOR) published its guidelines on cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and emergency cardiovascular care (ECC) for 2015 in the scientific journal Circulation. Resuscitation studies continue to show that high-quality CPR increases survival
rates when discharged from hospital. IlCOR's updated 2015 guidelines expand many of the recommendations made in 2010 and continue to focus on high-quality chest compressions, as interventions are likely to improve resuscitation outcomes. IlCOR analysis of studies conducted with 2010 guidelines
shows that resuscitation results improve when high-quality chest compressions begin immediately. The characteristics that define high-quality compressions remain both rigid and fast. In 2010, the recommended rate was at least 100 compressions per minute. The 2015 update to the PPC directive now
reflects a target compression rate of 100-120 per minute. Increasing compression speed past 120 compression/min can reduce cardiac output due to incomplete heart filling during chest recoil. The depth of the 2015 guide currently determines the target depth for adult compression to be between 2-2.4
inches (5-6 centimeters). Studies reviewed by ILCOR have shown that compression delivered beyond this depth can lead to an increased risk of resuscitation-related injuries such as rib fractures, which led to this change in the 2015 guidelines. IlCOR's technique guidelines continue to emphasize that the
rescue method will play an important role as compressions are delivered. In real-life resuscitation, rescuers are likely to provide compressions that are too slow, too shallow, and interrupted too often. Both training and practice are essential for developing good techniques, with frequent retraining for skills
and knowledge. Detailed feedback should be provided during training and review, especially on the speed and depth of compression. The sequence change from the traditional sequence of the ABC (Airway, Breath, Compression) in 2010 in the CAB (Compression, Respiratory, Breathing) sequence was
confirmed in the 2015 guidelines. The emphasis on early onset of chest compression without delay to assess the airways or life-saving breathing led to improved results. Odds 2015 guidelines still recommend traditional CPR cycles of 30 chest compressions to two life-saving breaths for one CPR lifeguard
in all age groups and for two CPR rescuers in adults. The 15:2 compression-to-breathing ratio remains in the 2015 guidelines for two CPR rescuers for children and infants. Community high-quality chest compressions are the most valuable in saving Even if you don't know how to do anything else, chest
compression is better than doing nothing. ILCOR indicates that most rescuers are more likely to have a loudspeaker-equipped cell cell and passers-by calling 911 can be instructed by EMS dispatchers to perform HAND-only CPR. In addition, ILCOR continues to call on communities to increase public
access to AED. In 2010, the International Resuscitation Liaison Committee (ILCOR) published a review of the BLS guidelines. Approximately every five years, ILCOR updates the guidelines for PPC and ECC. The content contained in this report is based on ILCOR's recent BLS publications and will
periodically compare previous and revised recommendations for a comprehensive review. Below are details of changes made to the 2015 guidelines for BLS: Previously the initial steps were Airway, Breathing, Compressions or ABC. The literature indicates that the onset of compression at the beginning of
the process will lead to an increase in survival. Thus, the steps were changed to compression, airway, breathing, or CAB. This is designed to encourage early CPR and avoid by passers-by interpreting agonal breathing as signs of life and retention of CPR. See, listen and feel for breathing is no longer
recommended. Instead of assessing a person's breathing, start CPR if the person is not breathing (or is only suffocating), has no pulse (or if you are unsure), or does not react. Do not conduct an initial assessment of breathing. The goal is to deliver chest compressions early to people who have heart
failures. 2017 updates recommend for adults in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) that untrained lay rescuers should provide chest compressions with only CPR with or without the help of a dispatcher. For non-specific lifeguards trained in chest compression-only CPR, it is recommended that they
provide chest compression-only CPR for adults in CPR. For non-professional lifeguards trained by CPR using chest compressions and ventilation, life-saving breaths, it is reasonable to provide ventilation, life-saving breaths and chest compressions for adults at OHCA. Keep the compression speed for at
least 100 minutes for all people. Keep the compression depth between 2-2.4 inches for adults and children and about 1.5 inches for infants. Allow the full return of the chest after each compression. Minimise checkpoint interruptions, except for AED or changing lifeguard positions. Don't ventilate. Provide
PPC as a team whenever possible. Cryoid pressure is no longer performed regularly. Pulse checks are shorter. Feel the pulse for 5, but not more than 10 seconds; if your pulse is missing or if you are not sure that you are feeling the pulse, start compression. Even trained doctors can't always tell credibly if
they can feel a pulse. For infants, use a manual defibrillator, if any. If not, AED with infant dose attenuator should be used for the baby. If AED with a dose of attenuator is not then use adult AED, even for baby. Back to: Basic Life Support Services (BLS) Certification Course review of immediate
interventions in presyncop vasovagal or orthostatic nature. The resulting consensus on the evaluation of recommendations on science with treatment was posted on the Internet for public comment,3 and a summary containing the final wording of the Consensus on Science with recommendations for
treatment was At the same time, this focused update includes a new guide because the treatment of presyncopa has not previously been considered by ILCOR. Previous first aid guidelines available in Part 13: First Aid: 2010 American Heart Association and American Red Cross International Consensus
on The Science of First Aid With Treatment Recommendations,5 Part 17: First Aid: 2010 American Heart Association and American Red Cross Guidelines for First Aid,6 and Part 15: First Aid: 2015 American Heart Association and American Red Cross Guidelines for First Aid. 7 All-American Heart
Association and Red Cross guidelines use recommendation classes and evidence levels in line with the latest recommendations of the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association Task Force on Clinical Practice Guidelines (table 1)8, using a process detailed in the 2015 American Heart
Association Guidelines for Renewal for Cardiovascular Resuscitation and Emergency Vascular Care. 9Blable 1. Application of a class of recommendations and evidence to clinical strategies, interventions, treatment or diagnostic testing in patient care (updated in August 2015) : First responders for
presyncopeBackgroundSyncope, Transient loss of consciousness, the result of global brain hypoperfusion and affects ≈35% of the population at some point in their lives.10.11 Syncop leads to loss of postural tone and can lead to physical injuries including fractures, intracranial hemorrhage, or other organ
damage if the person is in an upright position during a syncopal episode. Trauma is present in 30% of patients who submit to the emergency room after syncope.12 Syncope leads to 2% to 6% hospitalization internationally and in the United States accounts for at least $2.4 billion in annual hospital
costs.11.13.14 Recurring syncope episodes, occurs in ≈20% of people within the first 4 years after the initial episode, associated with additional morbidity and health care costs.11.14Vasovagal syncop and orthostatic syncop result 21.2% and 9.4% syncopic episodes, respectively.15 The main physiology
of both conditions reduces the return of blood to the heart, leading to a decrease in cardiac production, leading to reduced heart production, decrease in global perfusion of the brain and subsequent loss of consciousness.16 While other causes of syncope may represent a more significant underlying
pathology, Vasovagal syncop and orthostatic syncope are generally relatively benign; however, they can lead to injury and a significant lifestyle deterioration for those with Episodes. Symptoms preceding loss of consciousness are known as presyncop and can last for several seconds before the onset of
Vasovagal and orthostatic syncop. Related signs and symptoms include pallor, sweating, frivolity, visual changes and weakness weakness to use PCMs to avoid syncope (Class 2a; C-LD Evidence Level). If the first aid provider recognizes the presyncop of a suspected vasovagal or orthostatic origin in the
Individual, it may be prudent for a first aid provider to encourage that person to perform PCMs until symptoms resolve or syncope occurs. If improvement does not occur within 1 to 2 minutes, or if symptoms worsen or recur, providers should initiate a call for additional assistance (class 2b; C-EO evidence
level). If there are no extenuating circumstances, lower-body PCM is preferable to upper body PCM and abdominal cavity (class 2b; C-LD evidence level). The use of PCMs is not suggested when symptoms of heart attack or stroke accompany the presyncop (class 3: Harm; C-EO evidence level).
Discussion with the behavior survival chain, 17 training individuals and risk groups about vasovagal and orthostatic presynopeps, including signs and symptoms and associated risks with syncop, supports the first link of the plan and preparation. In addition to first aid courses, health care providers can
train those at greater risk for syncope to perform PCMs. The second link, early recognition, allows those who experience or observe the signs and symptoms of a presyncop to initiate appropriate action to keep a person safe from a potential syncopal episode. The third link, early access to advanced care
and first aid measures with TMR, are appropriate at the first aid level and can be done simultaneously. Emergency medical services or advanced care will support first responders if necessary. Contextually for curriculum developers and educators, syncope presents the potential for significant morbidity,
not only from loss of consciousness, but also from injuries associated with falls. PCMs are simple interventions that can be performed to relieve and potentially stop symptoms, reducing the risk of injury and associated health care costs. In syncope, loss of postural tone can lead to fall and significant
injuries. Although pcMs have been shown to be helpful in preventing syncope, studies do not report 100% success. Therefore, if possible, a person experiencing presyncope should be placed in a sedentary or reclining position before performing PCMs. This may reduce the risk of falls if the presyncop
progresses to the syncop. PCMs are maneuvers in which individual body muscle contracts, including the legs, arms, abdomen or neck, in order to raise blood pressure and relieve symptoms. PCMs are postulated to work through vascular compression, causing an increase in systemic vascular resistance,
leading to an increase in blood pressure to improve the immediate symptoms of presyncopa Vazovagal or orthostatic origin.3 Once learned PCMs do not require additional resources and potential to improve health equity, although the evaluation studies did not appreciate this result. While this update is
not intended to provide a comprehensive overview of the mechanics of performing PCMs, more information can be found Jensen et al1 and Wieling et al.18B evaluated studies, patients with orthostatic or vasovagal syncop were trained in PMR and subsequently were able to successfully use these PMMs
when experiencing presyncopal symptoms.19-25 Medical professionals may provide pre-emptive training to patients diagnosed with orthostatic or vasovagalic syncopah to prevent future syncopeic episodes. There may be instances where a first aid provider trained to use PCMs can help an untrained
person experiencing presyncope by directing that person to perform PCMs. Presyncope Vasovagal or orthostatic origin is probably best recognized by the first aid provider if a symptomatic person can say first aid (e.g. while working physical or disclosure in medical forms) that he or she was previously
diagnosed by a doctor. However, since approximately one third of people experience syncope at some point in time, it is likely that a first aid provider will encounter a person with presyncopal symptoms and without a prior diagnosis of vasovagal or orthostatic syncop.10,11 Signs and symptoms that can
be used by the first aid provider to recognize the pre-syncine in Table 2. Vasovagal syncop can be associated with a stimulating event such as a type of blood or emotional stress.26 Orthostatic syncope can occur when rapidly moving into standing or standing for long periods of time, especially in hot
weather.27 In 2 studies paleness and sweating may also be the most common observed signs of presycop vasovagal origin.26,28 However, these symptoms may also occur with other symptoms. including arrhythmias and hypoglycemia. Therefore, if rapid and sustained improvement in signs and
symptoms does not occur or the human condition worsens, the first responder should activate emergency medical care and use other first aid competencies as needed. PMR should be administered only in patients with isolated pre-gyncopal symptoms; that is, without other concomitant symptoms, which
may be suggestive of another, more serious pathology. Breast pain is not a typical symptom of vasovagal presyncopa or orthostatic origin, so if chest pain accompanies the symptoms of presyncopa, the provider should follow first aid instructions for chest pain and do not encourage performance of
PCMs.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injury, bleeding, or stroke symptoms should be managed according to these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries. bleeding, or signs of a stroke must be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient
must be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient should be treated as a first aid. In addition, any patient with collateral injuries, bleeding or signs of stroke must be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries,
bleeding or stroke should be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with concomitant injuries, bleeding or signs of stroke should be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries should be managed in
accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries should be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries should be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral
injuries should be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries should be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries should be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In
addition, any patient with collateral injuries should be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries should be managed in accordance with these protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries should be managed in accordance with these
first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with Bleeding or signs of stroke must be managed in accordance with these first aid protocols.7 In addition, any patient with collateral injuries, if a person progresses in syncope, he or she should be placed or supported in a reclining position to help cerebral blood
flow, and the provider must activate emergency medical care. Although none of the studies in the systematic review evaluated the ability of the provider to direct a symptomatic person in real time to use PCMs to stop the symptoms of presyncopa, presyncopa, staff were able to successfully teach
participants to apply PCMs when the symptoms of the presyncopa developed. In addition, some people have demonstrated the persistence of this skill over time, reducing the rate of syncope in the following months to several years after the initial instruction.19,21,25,29 This suggests that suppliers can
teach these techniques and that people can recognize the symptoms of the presyncopa in themselves and teach to perform PCMs at the beginning of symptoms. Further research is needed to determine whether first responders can properly guide or assist a person experiencing a presynope, performing
PCM and avoiding syncope. In the 2019 consensus on science with recommendations for the treatment consensus paper, various PCMs led to improved blood pressure and symptoms and prevent syncope. For these guidelines, the recommended PMs were chosen on the basis of certainty of evidence as
well as the primary purpose of positioning a person in a seated or reclining position in order to minimize the risk of harm. The only PCM included that does not follow the squatting process; however, there was a significant amount of evidence for this PCM, and although it is not done in a position on the
back, it brings the patient closer to the floor, reducing the risk of harm. While lower body PCM seems to be beneficial for upper-body PCMs in several available studies, both types may be beneficial. There may be cases where a lower-body PMR is not possible, for example, with little legroom in a sitting
position on an airplane or with an existing injury; Under these conditions, upper body PCMs are an acceptable alternative. Conversely, if a person stands and, for some reason, is unable to lie down, either the lower limbs of PCM, such as crossing the legs and straining or upper body PCMs such as neck
flexion, arm strain, or isometric arm grip can be used. Squatting like PCM is an acceptable alternative for those who develop a presyncop in standing position because it is associated with improved blood pressure, symptom relief, and syncop prevention. It also puts the person closer to the ground, which
can reduce the injury must synchronize to develop. It is important to note that in this review, TMR was studied only for Vasovagal or orthostatic syncop, thereby limiting the generalization of these maneuvers to other causes of syncop. Conditions such as cardiac arrhythmia, hypoglycemia, or drug overdose
can produce symptoms that mimic vasovagal or orthostatic presynopepa. However, it is not believed that performing these PCMs for a short period of time will cause any harm to the person with these other conditions, provided that first aid treatment conditions are underway. No research included in this
review Children under the age of 15. The findings are a simple and effective way to improve symptoms and prevent syncopes in presyncop of Vasovagal or orthostatic origin. First aid providers should be familiar with the signs and symptoms of presyncopa and PCMs methods that can be used. While
lower body PCMs favor upper body PCMs, several techniques can be helpful, depending on the situation. As with other first aid care, maintaining security is important; Thus, symptomatic individuals should lie down if possible, and providers should seek additional help if symptoms do not improve quickly
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